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Direct Forum is a free email newsletter containing useful direct marketing tips, news updates and
how-to information. It’s convenient, informative and I am not trying to sell you anything!

1. Case Study:
Copper Mountain
2. A novel way to raise funds:
Mind Pause Box

3. Video of the month:
     Cadbury - Mum’s Birthday

I recently got an email from a reader who asked me: Why do
you only talk about charities?
This got me thinking and that is why I have included a second piece along with this
newsletter asking for your input. Please see attached: I Would Love to Get Your Input.
Being relevant to different audiences is important to me so this time I am deviating from
the normal by showing you what’s working (and what’s not) in different areas of direct
response and in our business.

Case Study:
Copper Mountain
THE C H A LLEN G E
Copper Mountain in Colorado needed to ensure that ski families
visit their slopes and enjoy skiing during the winter season.
S O L U T I O N A N D S T R AT E G Y
They decided to target previous ski families on their database,
knowing full well that these were repeat customers who enjoyed
an outdoor family lifestyle. To 800 devout ski families, they mailed
a give-away prayer candle that showed a begoggled skier and
a mystical snowflake with the caption, “Pray for snow.”
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A week later they emailed the same ski families a video called: “Raised on Colorado”
since the campaign creative is built around the Colorado outdoor family lifestyle.
A video was also part of a 30 second TV spot titled: “I Miss You” that ran on
local stations and showed a video game avatar shedding a tear for his former teen
gamer, Brad, who now prefers real snowboarding to joy-stick combat.
Here is the video link alongside: https://vimeo.com/304686913
This full page print Ad
ran in local newspapers and
it was also emailed to the
800 select families with
the headline:
MAKE THEIR REALITY
MORE ENGAGING
THAN VIRTUAL
REALITY.
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A series of outdoor billboards were placed in Colorado showing young skiers,
snowboarders and snow-tubers with the headline: KEEPING KIDS OFF SOCIAL
MEDIA SINCE 9AM.

And a billboard with the headline: PROVIDING LEGAL HIGHS SINCE
BEFORE GETTING HIGH WAS LEGAL.

These ads touted Colorado attributes that parents might want more for themselves
than for their kids.
The above ads were also part of banner ads on Copper Mountain’s website.
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Finally, this billboard was placed near the Copper Mountain Ski resort.
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that said: “Makeup so your boss won’t know.”
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THE PACKAGE (OUTSIDE

(INSIDE)

Credits
Advertising Agency: TDA Boulder, Boulder, USA
Creative Directors: Alex Rice, Jeremy Seibold
Art Directors: Ande Eich, Zach Minard
Copywriter: Zola Owsley
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A novel way to raise funds:
Mind Pause Box

As a charity it might seem like a crazy
idea to spend money on promo products
when that cash could go toward your
cause.
Yet, many charities do sell promotional
products as a way to supplement their
fundraising efforts. With this in mind,
let’s take a deep dive into the power of
promo products and how they can help
your charity.
People love swag.
It’s true. Most people love
swag, but there’s a fine balance
between selling trinkets—such as
pens, notebooks, drinkware and
t-shirts—and investing in useful
promo material that can help you
engage and attract more supporters.
Mind Pause Box.
Mind Pause Box has found a novel
way to do that. It has cleverly picked up
on the trends affecting millennials who
subscribe to products like restaurant
home delivery products and home
cooking products. Think of Hello Fresh,
Netflicks, Dollar Shave Club, Patch
Plants, Birch Box, Graze, Skip the
Dishes and many more subscription
products available to consumers today.

Subscription service is big business.
Subscription services are a 2.6 billion
dollar industry and growing by leaps
and bounds.
Using a subscription model, Mind
Pause Box made sure the products they
sold were not only relevant to their target
audience but also helpful for them.
In their case the organization was
tackling the current crisis in mental
health among young people.
Today one in four young people
experience a mental health problem
and suicide is still the biggest killer
of young adult males.
So they developed specific promo
gift items that would help ease
mental health issues.
‘Mindfulness’, not a new idea.
‘Mindfulness’ is not a new idea,
it is at the core of Buddhism and
Hinduism and can be tracked
back as far as 5th century BC.
But its popularity in North
America has sky rocketed in
recent years, with yoga and
meditation to calm the
soul really taking off.
CONTINUES ...
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The Mind Pause Box cleverly harnesses
this trend in what millennials want today.
The Mind Pause Box is a monthly
subscription box, where millennials
receive a mindfulness activity and
a reminder to take it easy.
For a monthly gift of £7.50, supporters
get a box in the post with all sorts of
mindfulness activities such as origami,
continuous drawing and even cross stitch.
Surprise and Delight.
When I worked for the CIBC one of the
most successful and appreciative things
we gave our Credit Card subscribers was a
monthly “surprise and delight” gift—such as
no interest fee for a month or free insurance
for 6 months. This is an invigorated
version of that.

Each month the subscriber is
surprised by what they receive and
Pause box pic.
delighted by what it can do for them.

Each edition has a different mindful
activity, such as origami above.
The campaign has been highly
successful, with supporters sharing
their experiences online of
subscribing to the Mind Pause Box
(as shown alongside.)
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Video of the month:
Cadbury - Mum’s Birthday

This being St. Valentine’s month,
I thought I would share this tender moment.
Enjoy.
		
Link: https://youtu.be/l0eEqeizNCA
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OPT IN, OPT OUT, OPTIONS:
To subscribe, email me at:
billy@designersinc.ca
To download back issues of my
newsletters go to ‘Freebies’ on my website:
www.designersinc.ca
To unsubscribe, send me an e-mail simply
saying, “Please, remove.” To participate,
send me an email with your suggestions.
To post a comment, please include your
name, email address and your thoughts.
Let me remind you that your name and/or
e-mail address will never be shared, sold,
circulated, or passed along to anyone else.
BKS Fundraising/Designers Inc.
1806-77 Harbour Square
Toronto, ON
M5J 2S2
© Designers Inc.
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